
About  
Transparency-One
Transparency-One is a supply chain platform 

for responsible sourcing that focuses on helping 

companies build ethical and sustainable supply 

chains. Increasing transparency and building 

networks across a global marketplace, the 

team helps businesses in a variety of industries 

including food, apparel, and cosmetics connect 

directly with the source of their products and 

measure and meet their sustainability and 

impact objectives with confidence.

Summary
Transparency-One, a platform for responsible 

supply chain sourcing, began experiencing 

rapid growth. 

They needed a flexible solution that could 

handle requests from clients around the world 

without interfering with their existing data 

model. 

To meet their short term scale-up needs 

quickly and integrate a flexible, long term data 

management solution into its platform, they 

turned to Form.io.

Using Form.io for Scaling Globally
Transparency-One:
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The Solution:  Form.io
Form.io provided a fast solution to easily integrate with 

existing data stacks - without sacrificing the necessary 

complexity the team would need to support many 

different industries and meet global regulations. Form.

io offered Transparency-One a way to quickly enhance 

their network data capabilities internally and with 

suppliers. The solution also ensures the Transparency-

One team maintains control over their data and 

services, giving them the ability to manage, build, 

host, and deploy forms and important data models 

themselves.

Keeping their company’s security and autonomy at the 

core of the network while gaining the ability to go to 

market fast, Form.io made it possible to build and ship 

new data models in real-time, based on their growing 

user network. The ability to embed Form.io seamlessly 

with their existing systems and platforms ensures they 

maintain the Transparency-One branding and their 

customers’ trust. 

Without limits in customization or platform capability, 

Form.io has enabled their customers to request and 

author customized forms, helping them access more 

specific supplier information. In addition to meeting 

existing customers’ data requirements, Form.io is 

proving to be a crucial pre-sales tool, demonstrating the 

ability of Transparency-One to customize their platform 

and support multi-tenancy. The flexibility of Form.io 

enables the sales team to demonstrate their advanced 

data capabilities with ease.

The Challenge:
Navigating a Global Scale-Up and 
Wide Range of Data Needs

As a B2B company scaling globally, Transparency-

One needed a flexible form and data management 

solution to offer their clients that didn’t require 

abandoning their existing data model. The 

technology had to be able to securely deliver the 

right questions to the right suppliers, maintaining 

relevance across a wide variety of industries and 

roles, located all around the world. With a technical 

team in-house and a complex platform of their 

own, they wanted a ready-built solution that offered 

custom data modelling options that could be 

managed and made into their own.

The solution also needed to meet global compliance 

requirements and maintain their clients’ confidence 

in their high ethical standards. By integrating with 

their existing system, the technology had to be able 

to get by national firewalls. Ideally, it could also 

offer the team enough flexibility to adapt to new 

uses through the next phases of company growth 

and development.

Form.io was the perfect fit.



It’s enabling us to save a lot of money because every time 
we’ve got to create a deep dive demo in the pre-sales cycle, 

we are able to build a new data structure really fast. 

—  Frédéric Daniel, Chief Technology Officer at Transparency-One.

The Outcome: 
Flexible and Easy to Deploy Data Models

Speed and Flexibility: Easy to use solution that 

got up and running fast and continues to adapt 

to meet evolving company and client needs.

Customizable Solution: Benefits and 

convenience of a ready-made solution with the 

long-term benefits of an embedded, secure, 

and adaptable product that lives within their 

environment.

Key Features: Form.io’s multi-tenancy 

capabilities support Transparency-One clients 

across industries and the form manager option 

empowers clients with the ability to author their 

own forms.

Time to Deploy: Rapid deployment of a reliable 

and flexible data solution during organization 

scale-up and for customized pre-sales demos, 

saving time and money. 
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“Form.io technology should be all over the place, in 
all different business applications.” 

—  Frédéric Daniel, Chief Technology Officer at Transparency-One

About Form.io
Form.io is an enterprise class combined form and data management API creation platform for developers who are 

building complex, form-based, business process workflow applications. The Form.io platform is used by companies 

all over the world who operate within a wide range of business verticals including government agencies, healthcare, 

banking and finance, insurance, legal, compliance, multi-tenanted SaaS platforms, software development-agencies, 

and many more.

For more information contact Form.io at www.form.io

https://www.form.io/

